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About This Game

Throw on your nostalgia goggles and travel back in time with Super Win the Game, a retro-core explosion of exploration and
platforming action!!

Sequel to the 2012 freeware hit You Have to Win the Game

Open-ended exploration platforming: Explore a massive world, find hidden treasures, collect powerups and gain new
abilities, and uncover mysterious secrets!

Adjustable CRT television simulator: Tune the retro-ness to your liking!

Speedrun courses with Steam leaderboard support! Race your friends' ghosts to the finish line!

Do the Thing!!

Get the Stuff!!

Win the Game!!
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Title: Super Win the Game
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Minor Key Games
Publisher:
Minor Key Games
Franchise:
Minor Key Games
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or newer

Processor: 1.2 GHz or faster

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8 series or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French
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While simple, Hoops VR is extremely fun. You have four different modes to choose from (Easy, Hard, Trash, and Paper
Airplanes) and it's a blast to play. All you have to do is make the basket or whatever you choose and see how high of a score you
can get. But, with friendly competition, you and your buds can make a heck of a time out of this.

9\/10 Great party game and time burner.. Shame that I have to leave this thing. Despite being quite interesting, I had just as
unstable experience (in a very bad way) as it has been intriguing. If you're looking into trying this thing - make sure it works
stably for you. I had to lose my project worth of several days of work because I didn't make sure of that.. The pure, uncut
cocaine of Counter-Strike.. Fun little game. There are a couple parts that are pointlessly boring - the market and the barracks. I
get it that the game balance would be broken if you could just spam buy \/ sell from either. But, sitting there waiting for 3
boring minutes for your pawn to buy mercenaries isn't really 'fun'.

Never-the-less, I did enjoy the campaign. I do recommend the game.. Love you, Miss Pilgrim. i played this game with a super
computer equiped with a GTX 980 graphic card, but still the game is not so smooth at some spot.

another thing is, i saw a concept art of a female charactor of the game befor playing it. i found the female figure very attactive
and that is one of the reasons i bought this game. but when i met her in the game, i regret buying it .... Addictive. Largely
reccomend.. Ok so I used to play this and I had the disc until we moved, and honestly steam needs to update this so bad... It
doesn't want you to skip things, clicking things, it won't show the whole window only parts and I honestly have given up using it,
I would prefer the money over this game.
Get it fixed or just delete this from steam.... Disclaimer: My rating may change depending on what I experience as I progress.)
About the author; I am a veteran gamer well versed in the works of H.P. Lovecraft.

83 Hours Played.
- Graphics.
Old-school, pixelatted. This is a game that focuses on gameplay.

- Gameplay.
A difficult rogue game and an enjoyable one at that. You encounter "mini-events" and (mostly) enemies in a maze of rooms.
You can obtain power-ups from chests or altars in secret rooms that curse you. There are five different unlockable characters
each with their own style and story spanning four chapters and locations. You will dodge, shoot, hit, freeze, fry and zap your
way to a boss room and/or a secret level. Your story culminates in a face off against one of the five elder gods.
There is a sanity mechanic, if your sanity gets too low you will commit suicide. This, to me, seems like a wasted opportunity.
Insanity takes many different forms and there are a large variety of stages between sanity and insanity. There are also many
different symptoms aside from suicidal tendencies. What about hallucinations? Or voices? Plus in the world of H.P. Lovecraft;
what about seeing and hearing secrets the sane cannot? The gameplay is fun but it has its share of missed opportunities.

- Story.
The mini-events, characters stories and the general lore draw heavily from H.P. Lovecraft's works and are faithful to them.
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However, I feel this game could have benefited with more character development. Part of what made Lovecraft's works great
wasn't just the intangible, unknowable, alien nature of the threats encountered but their impact upon the psyches of those who
encountered them. It was their reactions, their slow decay and descent that indicated to us something was terribly wrong. You
have to build a character up before you can bring them down or it has no impact. Telling me my characters sanity has decreased
does no service to the story when the dialogue relevant to the story sees them holding firm and resolute. Sanity is a very personal
thing, everyone who breaks does so in response to different forms of pressure and noone ever breaks in quite the same way.
Example; there was an episode of Rick & Morty where an AI creates a clone of the dead son of a cop just so he can watch him
melt away in his arms. The cop, unsurprisingly, breaks down sobbing due this exploitation of a deep psychological trauma. The
point is if something malevolent is attempting to break you it will do so in the most personalised way it can and if that thing is an
Elder God then there is no limit to what it can use against you. Whatever you've done, whatever weaknesses you have... it
knows.
We could have gotten to know the characters strengths, their weaknesses, their core values and then depending on our actions
and performance we could have seen those characters triumph or fall by them.
Still, the descriptions and dialogues are enjoyable and true to the stories... but they could have resonated so much more.

Summary.
This is an extremely addictive game and immensely enjoyable especially to Lovecraft fans but given abit more imagination
could have been a transcendent game that actively messed with the player.
I give it a thumbs up and I encourage you to try it.
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On the bright side, I got it for less than half a dollar.
On the negative side, this game is impossibly difficult. There is little to no touch on the keyboard controls, and that makes it
very difficult to negotiate the obstacles. If you thrive in a state of frustration, this game is for you.. Can't put it down... I love it.
Need more people online. If you love fighter aircraf this is your game. Not a serious sim but you can definitely dogfight from a
top down view... Outsanding! And all the planes I love. Can't wait for continued improvements and added depth.. Yes Yes Yes.
One of the best old city builders. The game has a huge story mode with tones of levels. Having custom missions is really nice. I
would recommend this to everyone who loves city builders. This game is just amazing. The Pirate outfit was great, the rest of
the stuff is pretty dumb :D. A simple yet fun simulation game where you get to destroy things. Its also a fun game to play to pass
some time as well.

Pros:
- Varies missions to complete.
- A varity of tools to use for missions
- Some special equipment you can unlock when you reach Level 6 & 7; which is very fun to use

Cons:
- Some minior bugs such as phyics with debris with vechiles.
- The wall in the tutorial; well not really a con, but run into it and you`ll find out as I found it by accident.. Changing this review
to negative because the devs haven't done anything about the controls. A dev said they'd look into it over 2 months ago, but
nothing has happened. I haven't played this game again since then because I'm waiting for that. I wish I returned it. If they fix it,
I'll change it back to positive.

Original review: 1.5 hours in, I recommend it on sale. It has great graphics and physics. My hand interactions with spiderwebs
and curtains wowed me, and you can pick up almost everything. Unfortunately, the puzzles aren't interesting and are too easy.
The story is weird too. You are a woman and hear yourself talking in a female voice. You're often talking to a flying speck of
light that's basically Navi. How the story involves that speck of light is strange. As far as controls, the free locomotion is too
slow, requires you to press on the Vive trackpad, and makes you press the trackpad and trigger simultaneously to move at a
decent speed. There's blink teleport and dash, but the arc is very short. They need to fix all of this. I want free locomotion that
only requires a trackpad touch and is always full speed. I might wait for them to fix it before playing again..
broke_my_sapce_bar....._fun_game_they_said..... A really fun but short zombie game. It does contain quite a few puzzles so if
you don't enjoy them, then don't buy it. For what you're getting I'd suggest buying it in a sale as I managed to complete the game
in under a week. It does contain quite a few bugs that I have witnessed myself which from what I've heard have not been fixed
from the original material but that does not render the game completely unplayable. The comic-like scenes were amazing and
were a joy to watch. Overall, the game has it's problems and isn't the best 2D platformer to exist but it was definitely a good
concept and is worth playing.. Minimalistic, yet addicting. Quick/challenging lil' free game that will be beaten in 10 minutes or
so for experienced platformers.

Listen, Listen - Patch 0.0.02D:

Ladies and Gentlemen!

I am glad you have gathered there again to hear some news. Since today finally managed how to clean ceilings so finally take a
look upside! No longer they are covered by strange black dirt, probably from castle's high usage of Torches... Which will not be
so much needed to keep good-looking interiors in such count.

We also fixed doors in Don Jon, which would remain in your hands after you touched them. Not really safe and trusty doors for
siege times. Now they hold strong as a stone! When we are talking about repairs we also told peasants to clean windows from
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dirt more carefully, so now you can clearly see how sun is shinning alongside our beautiful lands.

We decided to include some armory stuff from older versions, as reworking of these models are sheduled quite far in the future.
Also feel free to check some new blocks in Don Jon or Cellars.

Patch 0.0.02D is ready to be Uploaded for Win & Mac. Linux is expected to be out tomorrow.. The story concludes with
chapter 4 - Now available!:
Here it is!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/774531/Snail_Trek__Chapter_4_The_Final_Fondue/

Also, the four chapters are now a part of a "complete the set" bundle (not available in some countries) for an additional 25%
discount.. Paws - New project from Might and Delight:
We are happy to announce our latest project,  Paws!
This is a standalone spinoff from Shelter 2, where you play as a lynx cub.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/434000. Patch 1.5:
Added laser sights added to lower levels to help players accuracy
laser sights on/off option
Rebalanced Health on lower levels
speed increased
fixed fade out time on final level
icon added :)

enjoy :). Game Server Toolbox Update Coming Tonight!:
Hello Everyone!

The Game Server Toolbox update is coming tonight. For the next few hours, you will see issues logging into and activating
Game Server Toolbox. We are deploying our back-end update to our servers and during this time they will be unreachable. Also,
do to unforeseen circumstances, you will need to re-create your account. I know this is the 3rd time you guys have had to re-
create your account, but there was no other option due to a issue regaurding the server profiles ferature.

Patch notes will come out tonight and we will post another update once we have completed the update. Thank you for your
patience and supporting Game Server Toolbox during early access!. Update - 0.6.8:
Version 0.6.8
- Added additional sounds.
- Orc shamans now use lighting bolt projectile.
- Fixed some text errors in the perception tutorial UI.
- Dwarf fortify now works only for the position casted, if the dwarf moves the spell breaks.
- Fixed a bug with character moving through the blocked paths.
- Fixed a bug with iron helmet that would trigger when it shoudn't.
- Fixed an issue with the exit gate in knight guardians being in wrong position.
- Divine shield now dispels when you change a room.
- Divine shield can no longer be casted twice on same target.
- Made some visual updates in the second map.
- Goblin witch attack is now considered range.
- Fixed an animation issue with divine shield when steping into a trap.
- Leave party icon no longer shows at main menu if you accept party before entering village.
- Fixed a text corruption issue at village.
- Fixed a camera stuttering issue when the game would start in some levels.. Patch 1.22 out now!:
Patch 1.2.2 for Fall of Light has just been released.

* We improve the keyboard controls: now it's too easy playing the game with the keyboard
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* Now you the Blacksmith's quest with a less amount of Fragment's of Luce:
 ** Normal mode -> 50
 ** Nightmare mode -> 80
(Of course, you still need all of 100 Fragments in order to unlock the achievement)

* Now the animation when you carry Aether is faster.. Penkura Patch 0.1.2.1:
Dev-Com.

Patch 0.1.2.1 introduces a new item, new features, bug fixes but most of all a much-needed project clean up from all pass
systems that could have affected the stability of the entire project.

Penkura went through many engine version and player request changes that affect a large number of game systems, this patch
will make sure that all those changes won't affect players saves and improved in-game gameplay elements.

With the patch, we also introduce a quick reference bar to make inventory management a bit easier, fixes for the audio system,
inventory system, and RTS system.

And as always, for more information regarding the latest technical support, patches, and updates please join our Discord
Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm

For more information about the patch please visit our Patch Notes Archive.

LINK ----> http://penkura.com/patch-notes/

--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.2.1
--------------------------------------------------------------

BUG FIXES:

- Command Center didn't calculate it's energy correctly.

- Player won't be able to select and swap empty slots in the inventory and storage.

- Inventory slots properly reset their function if we closed inventory/storage with slot selected.

- The object won't fall through the landscape in a larger cluster of objects

- Doors Open/Close sound won't stop playing if sound effect settings ever are set to 0.

- Fix for doors open event triggering animation after few seconds of delay, rather than instantly.

- Fix of 53 background calls to nonexisting objects.

- Karenos outdoors Ambient won't restart if anything makes any sound louder than the ambient.

- Buildings ambients won't stop playing if too many sounds play at once.

- Opening door sound effect won't take priority to mute interface activation sound effect.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS/CHANGES/ADDITIONS:
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- Quick Reference Bar added to the game (similar to hotkey bar, reference bar will not directly contain items but will allow a
swift check and use of an item from the inventory or inform the player that the item is no longer in his possession)

- 5 Quickslot controls added to the controls tab.

- Save/Load system will now save quick reference bars and load them to correct characters within the game.

- Every character able to be possessed has their own Quick Reference bars with the correct size depending on character
equipment and in the future skills (At the time maximum of 5 slots).

- Optimization of all outer armor textures (buildings). (lowers memory requirement)

- Optimization of all normal maps mega atlases. (lowers memory requirement)

- New Component type item added to the project (Basic Electronic Repository)

- Basic Electronic Repository blueprint added to the MMC.

- Scanner blueprint rebalancing.

- Improved Save/Load System to allow Saving and Loading Underground Ore Deposits.

- Underground Ore Deposits content and discovery marks are now saved and their data transmitted directly to RTS system
(Overseer System) on load.

- Minor visual improvement of all crystalline liquid panels (all type of solar panels).

- All Item based objects (stimpak, nutrino bar, ore and so on) can now detect the player location and based on it change their
own detail settings, visibility, shadows quality, and physics to increase overall performance.

- Item-based objects have a much more sensitive collision detection which should prevent object clipping, falling through the
landscape and flickering when objects are hitting each other at larger speed.

- A small adjustment to notification messages only high priority notification such as tutorial messages will have a sound
notification.

- Improved visual effects of holo sing.

- Refresh of all door animations in the game with the use of the new float base animation system.

- Doors sound effect is now spawned in the correct location within the door and destroyed after the correct event.

- Construction bot call sound effect lowered to reduce audio clipping.

- Doors locked / incorrect password / open sound effect lowered to reduce audio clipping.

- Holographic Character presentation takes over 95 % less Memory to properly showcase all post-processing effects.

- Pener-07 Ammo Screen scaled up to fit the weapons screen.

- Ore Extractor dig sound effect lowered by 20 % and sound range increase by 30 %.

- Added direction sings to Epsilon Base.
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- Added Level of details to Karenos Landscape (minor performance boost)

- Light improvement in the Gemini Base (minor level performance improvement)

- Additional security added for all buildings to make sure that correct "plug" is loaded after starting the game from older saves.

--------------------------------------------------------------. Game Server Toolbox Update:
Hello Everyone!

Today I released an update that fixes a few issues reported by some users. See the change log below.

- Fixed issue where upon successful activation the dialog popup said there was an error. (There was no error it was just a
language issue.)

- Added a setup window. You will now be able to select your directory’s and language on first launch. (There was an issue where
if the user did not have a default steam library location it would cause an error until they corrected the directory path in the
settings.)

- Code Cleanup. This was where the majority of the time was spent with this update. This will hopefully reduce a lot of errors
for people.

Stay tuned for the next update! Working on a new server creator that will allow people to create a custom server if we do not
support it.
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